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A B S T R A C T

Synesthesia is associated with additional perceptual experiences, which are automatically and consistently
triggered by specific inducing stimuli. Synesthesia is also accompanied by more general sensory and cortical
changes, including enhanced modality-specific cortical excitability. Extensive cognitive training has been shown
to generate synesthesia-like phenomenology but whether these experiences are accompanied by neurophysio-
logical changes characteristic of synesthesia remains unknown. Addressing this question provides a unique
opportunity to elucidate the neural basis of perceptual plasticity relevant to conscious experiences. Here we
investigate whether extensive training of letter-color associations leads not only to synesthetic experiences, but
also to changes in cortical excitability. We confirm that overtraining synesthetic associations results in synes-
thetic phenomenology. Stroop tasks further reveal synesthesia-like performance following training.
Electroencephalography and transcranial magnetic stimulation show, respectively, enhanced visual evoked
potentials (in response to untrained patterns) and lower phosphene thresholds, demonstrating specific cortical
changes. An active (using letter-symbol training) and a passive control confirmed these results were due to letter-
color training and not simply to repeated testing. Summarizing, we demonstrate specific cortical changes, fol-
lowing training-induced acquisition of synesthetic phenomenology that are characteristic of genuine synesthesia.
Collectively, our data reveal dramatic plasticity in human visual perception, expressed through a coordinated set
of behavioral, neurophysiological, and phenomenological changes.

1. Introduction

Synesthesia is an ontogenetic variant of healthy human develop-
ment characterized by specific additional experiences in response to
normal sensory input. For instance, in grapheme-color synesthesia the
letter “A” printed in black (inducer) may elicit a red color experience
(concurrent). The concurrent experience is automatically triggered and
is not under voluntary control. Although, the specific associations are
inter-individually idiosyncratic but intra-individually highly consistent
(Ward, 2013), large-scale studies also show reliable consistencies across
individuals (e.g., Simner et al., 2005; Witthoft et al., 2015). Further-
more, grapheme-color synesthesia is associated with a specific neural
profile (e.g., Brang et al., 2008; Brang et al., 2011; Esterman et al.,
2006; Hubbard et al., 2005; Muggleton et al., 2007; Rouw and Scholte,
2007, 2010), which includes increased cortical excitability (Terhune
et al., 2011) and increased visual perceptual processing (Barnett et al.,

2008b). The associative nature of synesthesia motivated early attempts
to induce synesthesia by means of associative learning (Howells, 1944;
Kelly, 1934). However, it was not until very recently that the acquisi-
tion of synesthetic phenomenology in response to graphemes using
associative training was successful (Bor et al., 2014). This recent
finding, together with established neural characteristics of genuine
synesthesia, provides a unique opportunity to elucidate the neural basis
of perceptual plasticity relevant to conscious experiences. We therefore
set out to examine whether training-induced synesthesia-like phenom-
enology is accompanied by neural changes characteristic of genuine
synesthetes.

Genuine grapheme-color synesthesia (henceforth synesthesia if not
otherwise specified), is accompanied by enhanced modality-specific
cortical excitability. For example, application of transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS) to primary visual cortex reveals that grapheme-color
synesthetes had significantly lower phosphene thresholds in
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comparison to non-synesthetes, whereas there was no group difference
when motor thresholds were tested by TMS applied to the motor cortex
(Terhune et al., 2011; cf. also, Terhune et al., 2015a, 2015b). Demon-
strating enhanced sensory-perceptual processing, electroencephalo-
graphic (EEG) measurements showed that grapheme-color synesthetes
exhibit an enhanced response for specific visual evoked potential
components (VEPs; measured over occipital and parieto-occipital
areas), compared to non-synesthetes while they viewed high contrast
checkerboard patterns; note that these checkerboard patterns did not
themselves elicit synesthetic experiences (Barnett et al., 2008b).

Behaviorally, synesthesia is characterized by the consistency and
the automaticity of synesthetic associations. The ‘gold standard’ in di-
agnosing synesthesia is the test of consistency (Baron-Cohen et al.,
1993; Eagleman et al., 2007). Participants are presented with potential
synesthetic inducers (e.g., letters and numbers) several times in random
order and are required to select the corresponding concurrent experi-
ence (e.g., color). An individual-specific measure of consistency can be
derived from the average distance in color-space across repeated se-
lections of the same inducer. While synesthetes can rely on their per-
ceptual experiences to perform this task, non-synesthetes have to rely
on memory. Thus, synesthetes are far more consistent in this task than
non-synesthetes. The automaticity of synesthetic associations is as-
sessed with adapted Stroop-type tasks (Stroop, 1935). Grapheme-color
synesthetes are faster at making a decision about a congruently colored
letter in comparison to an incongruently colored letter. This would not
be the case if the associations had to be triggered voluntarily (e.g.,
Dixon et al., 2004; Rothen et al., 2013b; Ward et al., 2007).

Early attempts to induce synesthetic phenomenology focused on
sound-color synesthesia (Howells, 1944; Kelly, 1934). These historic
studies used associative training procedures over several weeks, in-
cluding a minimum of 2000 stimuli in a subset of participants (Kelly,
1934) or approximately 30,000 stimuli (Howells, 1944). The results
were mixed. Only the latter study appeared partly successful in indu-
cing synesthetic phenomenology (Howells, 1944). No (recorded) fur-
ther attempts were made to induce synesthetic phenomenology until
more than half a century later (e.g., Meier and Rothen, 2009; Rothen
et al., 2011; Colizoli et al., 2012). These more recent studies focused on
grapheme-color synesthesia, which is currently the best studied form of
synesthesia (see Rothen and Meier, 2014 for a review). Most involved
daily training sessions of a few minutes, over periods lasting from a few
days to maximally 4 weeks. Training sessions typically consisted of a
single task which was based on explicit or implicit associative learning
procedures, during which participants were presented with “congruent”
(to-be-learnt grapheme-color associations) and “incongruent” stimuli
(not-to-be-learnt grapheme-color associations). The ratio of congruent
to incongruent trials ranged from 1:0 to 1:8, across different studies.
While most studies found behavioral evidence that associations became
automatic over the course of the training (especially those with fewer
incongruent trials), none of them found evidence for synesthetic phe-
nomenology. For instance, after training, participants were faster at
making a color decision about a grapheme when it was presented in a
congruent, in comparison to an incongruent, color (i.e., synesthetic
Stroop effect; Meier and Rothen, 2009), but did not report altered
phenomenology (e.g., additional color experiences).

Recently, Bor et al. (2014) demonstrated that it is possible for non-
synesthetes to acquire synesthetic color phenomenology in response to
letters. In comparison to previous training studies, this study employed
an extensive battery of adaptive cognitive training tasks and only re-
inforced congruent letter color pairings. The daily training lasted ap-
proximately 60min per day for 9 weeks (5 days per week). After five
weeks the participants passed the synesthetic consistency test, showed a
synesthetic Stroop effect, and – critically – reported synesthetic phe-
nomenology. However, potential neurophysiological changes asso-
ciated with these effects were not measured in this study.

To examine the neural basis of perceptual plasticity relevant to
conscious experience, we investigated the phenomenological

(subjective reports), behavioral (consistency and automaticity) and
neural (cortical excitability) consequences of extensive training of sy-
nesthetic associations (letter-color associations). In order to control for
changes that may arise purely because of extensive training, rather than
because of the specific letter-color associations we employed, we also
tested an active control group. This active control underwent an al-
ternative training regime that employed analogous letter-symbol pair-
ings, but which did not involve color associations. We also tested a
passive control group, which underwent repeated testing but no asso-
ciative training between the testing sessions.

We hypothesized that for the experimental (letter-color) group,
post-training compared to pre-training testing would reveal reports of
synesthetic phenomenology, increased grapheme-color consistency,
enhanced automaticity for the trained associations (i.e., synesthetic
Stroop effect), and enhanced cortical excitability (i.e., reduced phos-
phene thresholds to TMS and enhanced VEPs to checkerboard patterns).
By contrast, these changes were not expected for the passive control
group. For the active control group, who were trained on letter-symbol
associations, we expected to find enhanced automaticity for the trained
associations, but crucially no changes in color-related perceptual phe-
nomenology and thus no changes in cortical excitability.

2. Materials and methods

Participants were only allowed to take part in the study if they did
not report any instances of synesthesia during a recruitment interview
and remained naïve as to the purpose of the study throughout the ex-
periment. Experiments 1 and 3 consisted of a training paradigm, and a
testing battery repeated before and after training; Experiment 2 con-
sisted of repeated testing only. The testing battery consisted of TMS-
and EEG-based tests for visual cortical excitability (Figs. 1A and 2A-B)
and behavioral tests for consistency of letter-color associations (Fig. 3A)
and automaticity of letter-color (Exp. 1 and 2) or letter-symbol (Exp. 3)
associations (Fig. 4A). The testing session after the training further in-
cluded a semi-structured interview for assessing perceptual phenom-
enology during exposure to individual letters of the alphabet. The
battery was conducted before and after a five week training period
(Exp. 1 and 3) or a five week training-free interval (Exp. 2). The
training was conducted 5 days per week for 5 weeks, with each training
session lasting approximately 60min per session. The training was
conducted to consolidate 13 specific letter-color associations (Exp. 1; cf.
Bor et al., 2014) or to consolidate 13 specific letter-symbol associations
(Exp. 3). Experiments 1, 2, 3 were designed and conducted con-
secutively. Therefore, pre-and post-training analyses were conducted
separately for each experiment prior to a collective analysis encom-
passing all experiments. Experiments were undertaken with the un-
derstanding and written consent of each participant.

2.1. Sample size determination

We conducted a-priori power analyses for the neurophysiological
parts of the study (i.e., TMS and EEG), because these were the novel and
central aspects of present study. A-priori power was estimated based on
the effect sizes of Terhune et al. (2011) for the TMS part and Barnett
et al. (2008a) for the EEG part, corresponding to a power of 99% with N
= 6 for the TMS part and a power of 95% with N = 18 in the predicted
direction for the EEG part. The final N was further based on practical
aspects: the study had to be conducted during term-time while the
participating students were present on campus. Another crucial factor
was how many participants could be tested in the relevant labs (espe-
cially EEG and TMS lab) during pre- and post-testing in order that the
whole study would still fit into one term at the University of Sussex.
Moreover, the number of students who were willing to participate and
who fulfilled the inclusion criteria (i.e., no synesthetic experiences prior
to the study) was another factor.
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Fig. 1. A) TMS stimulation sites of the visual and
motor cortex, respectively. B) Average stimulation
thresholds as a function of test session (pre- and post-
training) and stimulation site (visual cortex vs. motor
cortex). For the experimental group (top, colors), the
figure shows a reduced phosphene threshold after
the training. The motor threshold was not affected.
For the active (middle, symbols) or passive (bottom)
control group, training did not affect either
threshold. Error bars represent standard errors.
Individual thresholds can be found in Supplemental
material (Figure Ind1).

Fig. 2. A) Illustrative trials of the low (top) and high frequency (bottom) checkerboard onset task. B) Positions of the analyzed EEG electrodes for the checkerboard onset task. C) Average
VEPs as a function of test session (pre- and post-training). The grey-shaded bars indicate the time windows / components (i.e., C1, C2, C3) of interest. For the experimental group (top,
colors), C3 is enhanced after the training. This was not the case for the active control (middle, symbols) and the passive control group (bottom). D) Difference between post- and pre-
training VEPs for C3 amplitude as a function of electrode. The VEP differences are most pronounced for the experimental group (top, colors) in comparison to the active (middle, symbols)
and passive control group (bottom). E) Data representing averaged C3 VEP amplitude as a function of testing session (pre- and post-training). The top panel highlights the increase in VEP
amplitude of the experimental group in contrast to both other groups (active - middle and passive - bottom). Error bars represent standard errors. Individual VEP amplitudes can be found
in Supplemental material (Figure Ind2).
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Fig. 3. A) Illustrative trial of the consistency test in which a color has to be picked for each letter of the alphabet (and each number from 0 to 9) three times in randomized order. B)
Depiction of the CIELUV color space which was used to calculate Euclidian distances between the colors picked for the different instances of a given letter or number. C) Average
consistency as a function of test session (pre- and post-training) and letter set (trained vs. untrained); lower values indicate smaller distances in color space and hence higher consistency.
For the experimental group (top, colors), the figure shows a substantial increase in the consistency of color associations for the trained letters after training. This was not the case for the
active control group (middle, symbols) or for the passive control group (bottom). Error bars represent standard errors. Individual performance can be found in Supplemental material
(Figure Ind3).

Fig. 4. A) Illustrative trial of the Stroop test (Exp. 1 and 3) and B) the priming test (Exp. 2). C) Average synesthetic Stroop / priming effect as a function of test session (pre- and post-
training) and congruency (congruent vs. incongruent). For the experimental group (top, colors), the figure shows larger synesthetic Stroop interference (i.e., incongruent minus con-
gruent) following training. For the passive control group (middle), Stroop interference was not affected by test repetition. For the active control group (bottom, symbols), the interference
effect had a similar magnitude as for the experimental group. Error bars represent standard errors. Error rates are indicated in percent for each condition and in terms of Stroop / priming
interference (i.e., congruent minus incongruent). Individual performance can be found in Supplemental material (Figure Ind4).
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2.2. Participants

The experimental group (Exp. 1) consisted of 22 non-synesthetes.
Three participants did not complete the training according to the in-
structions (reflecting low motivation) and were excluded. Another
participant was an outlier in terms of age and was also excluded. Only 3
of the 18 remaining participants (15 women, Mage = 23, SD = 3.08)
were psychology students. All participants had normal or corrected to
normal visual acuity and normal color vision (see Supplemental
methods).

For the passive control group (Exp. 2), we tested a total of 14 non-
synesthetes. One participant terminated the experiment early during
the first session. Another three participants did not attend the second
session. Only 2 of the 10 remaining participants (7 women, Mage = 21,
SD = 3.51) were psychology students. All participants had normal or
corrected to normal visual acuity and normal color vision. None of the
participants in Exp. 2 had participated in Exp. 1.

The active control group (Exp. 3) consisted of a total of 18 non-
synesthetes. One participant was excluded as they did not turn up for
training. None of the remaining 17 participants (14 women, Mage = 23,
SD = 5.07) were psychology students. All participants had normal or
corrected to normal visual acuity and normal color vision. None of the
participants in Exp. 3 had participated in Exp. 1 or 2.

2.3. TMS

We followed the protocol of a previous study (Terhune et al., 2011).
Single pulse TMS was applied to left, midline, and right primary visual
and right motor cortices while participants wore a blindfold (Fig. 1A).
For each of the visual cortex sites and participants, the lowest intensity
that elicited phosphenes in five or more out of ten trials was recorded as
the phosphene threshold. A similar method was used to find the motor
threshold, which was defined as the lowest intensity for which a
movement could be detected in the first dorsal interosseus muscle of the
left hand in five or more of ten trials. Thresholds over the primary vi-
sual cortices were averaged prior to analysis. Participants entered the
analysis only when both thresholds (i.e., motor and phosphene) were
obtained for both pre- and post-training assessments: N = 9 (Exp. 1), N
= 8 (Exp. 2), and N = 17 (Exp. 3). The pattern of the results was
identical when all available data points were included (i.e., also in-
complete cases; see Supplemental Results Fig. S3).

2.4. EEG

EEG was continuously recorded during a monocular (i.e., dominant
eye) passive viewing task. EEG data were epoched from −100 to
300ms after stimulus onset, EEG signals that exceeded±75 µV were
excluded (Odom et al., 2010). Similar to Barnett et al. (2008a), VEPs
were measured from parieto-occipital (PO7, PO5, PO3, POz, PO4, PO6,
PO8) and occipital (O1, Oz, O2) electrodes to the onset of high and low
spatial frequency checkerboard patterns (Fig. 2A and B; see also
Supplemental methods).

2.5. Behavioral tests

The behavioral tests (except for the priming task of the active
control, Exp. 3) were adopted from our previous study (Bor et al., 2014)
and were conducted before and after training. We administered the
internet-based standardized grapheme-color consistency test (www.
synesthete.org; Eagleman et al., 2007). Each participant was pre-
sented with the graphemes A–Z and 0–9 three times in randomized
order (108 trials). The task was to select a color that best fit with each
grapheme and to use their first instinct, and to always choose a color for
each grapheme (Fig. 3A). We also administered a synesthetic Stroop
task (Exp. 1 and 2) consisting of 130 trials. For half of the trials, one of
the 13 trained letters was presented in a color congruent with the

trained association, and for the other half the color was incongruent
(Fig. 4A). The order of stimulus presentation was randomized. Partici-
pants were instructed to state the screen-color of the presented letter as
quickly as possible into a microphone (see Supplemental methods Table
S1). The Stroop task was adapted into a priming task for the active
control group (Exp. 3). The task was identical with the only exception
that participants were not presented with colored letters but with
prime-target pairs (symbol-letter) that were either congruent or in-
congruent with the trained associations (Fig. 4B; see also Supplemental
methods Table S2). Participants were instructed to verbally name the
presented letter as quickly as possible into a microphone.

2.6. Phenomenological interview

The phenomenological interview was conducted following com-
pletion of all behavioral tests in the post-training session. The post-
training interview was the first instance that participants were asked
about their color experiences (Exp. 1) or symbol experiences (Exp. 3).
Participants were first asked to name the color / symbol that had been
associated with each letter, then describe the effort required in trans-
lating a letter to its associated color / symbol, and vice versa.
Participants were then shown a printed A4 page of the 13 trained let-
ters, presented in black ink, and asked “Look at this page that has the 13
letters you have been trained over the last 5 weeks to associate with 13
specific colors / symbols. I want you to describe any associated color /
symbol experience you have when looking at these letters.” Participants
were then allowed to freely report any associated color / symbol ex-
perience. The interview was recorded for later analysis and a summary
can be downloaded from Multimedia Component 1.

To minimize demand characteristics potentially driving partici-
pants’ responses within the phenomenological interview, the term ‘sy-
nesthesia’ was not referred to at any time during the study; upon in-
clusion in the study participants were instead informed that they would
be trained on specific letter-color / symbol associations to see if this
would improve their short-term memory. Nonetheless, to assess the
possible impact of demand characteristics on our results, following
completion of the study a debriefing email was sent to all participants
informing them of the additional objectives of the study i.e., to in-
vestigate if it was possible to train grapheme-color synesthesia in a
more general non-synesthetic population. Participants were asked to
respond ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to the email to signal their awareness of this ad-
ditional objective.

2.7. Training

The training for both groups (Exp. 1 and Exp. 3) consisted mainly of
four different types of tasks in various versions: passive association
training (e.g., presentation of letters in their associated color), delayed
match to sample (e.g., selection of a color-square associated with a
previously presented letter), span-tasks (e.g., remembering the se-
quence of colors associated with previously presented letters), and N-
Back tasks (e.g., detecting if a letter or color matched the stimulus
presented “n”-trials back in terms of its specific identity or its associated
counterpart). Most of the tasks were adaptive and became more de-
manding with increasing performance. A detailed description of all
training tasks and training performance can be found in the
Supplemental methods / Results. For the experimental group (Exp. 1),
the training tasks were identical to those in our previous study (Bor
et al., 2014) with the following exceptions: there was no spelling task
(see Supplemental methods / Results Fig. S1 and Tables S1, S3, and S5).
The active control group were trained on letter-symbol pairings, with a
procedure matching as closely as possible to that of the experimental
group (Exp. 1; see Supplemental methods / Results Fig. S2 and Table
S2, S4, and S6). Our motivation for this particular active control design
(recognizing that many alternative designs are possible) was to closely
match the training and testing demands. In this way, we could test if the
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hypothesized phenomenological, behavioral and neurophysiological
changes resulting from overtraining synesthetic associations (Exp. 1),
could be more parsimoniously explained as being due to extensive as-
sociative training (Exp. 3). However, one might argue that this does not
rule out the possibility that increased color discrimination ability,
which is associated with grapheme-color synesthesia (Banissy et al.,
2013; Yaro and Ward, 2007) and which may be achieved in non-sy-
nesthetes by training to enhance color categories, is sufficient to induce
the neurophysiological profile associated with genuine synesthesia.
However, this line of enquiry is an entirely different research question
which lies explicitly outside the focus of the present study.

3. Results

3.1. Exp. 1: Training induced synesthetic experiences

After the training, all subjects reported synesthetic phenomenology.
Representative statements when asked to freely report their color ex-
periences for achromatic letters include: “I see it in my mind as a re-
plication of the letter but in its color so it's not just a block of color it's
the actual letter in the color.”, “The letters are in color.”, “I cannot see
the color on the paper but it's in my mind.”, “I see [an] orange ‘o’
floating around.”, “Take ‘y’ as example, when I look at it some yellow
thing appears in my mind.”, “I see it (the color) overlaid on the page in
the shape of the letter”, “My head is full of that color.”, “Obviously they
are black (the letters) but if I look at them and look through, I can see
them in the training color.”, “It probably is floating on the surface ac-
tually, I would say it is outside.”, “It's kinda basically, I just replace the
letter with the colored letter”, “Imagine this paper is invisible and I can
see the color, like, on this paper.”. 12/18 participants indicated that the
translation from letter to color did not require any effort, 3/18 were
undecided and 3/18 said the translation required effort. 10/18 parti-
cipants used a semantic strategy to memorize the associations, 7/18 did
not use a specific strategy and 1/18 used a visual strategy. 14/18 in-
dicated letter to color as the easiest translation direction, with 2/18
indicating color to letter as easier, and 2/18 indicating that both di-
rections were similar. Altogether, these semi-structured interviews
provide strong evidence that participants were experiencing synesthesia
like phenomenology after training. Critically, 15 out of the 18 partici-
pants were completely unaware of the study aims, as confirmed by
interview after the study (see Section 2.2 above).

Demonstrating enhanced modality-specific cortical excitability in
synesthesia, Terhune and colleagues applied TMS to primary visual
cortex and found that grapheme-color synesthetes had lower phosphene
thresholds in comparison to non-synesthetes, whereas there was no
group difference when motor thresholds were tested by TMS applied to
the motor cortex (Terhune et al., 2011). Hence, we hypothesized that if
the training-related induction of synesthesia-like experiences was un-
derpinned by enhanced cortical excitability, we should observe a lower
phosphene threshold following training, while the motor threshold
should remain unaffected. We applied TMS to the primary visual and
motor cortices to measure the phosphene and motor thresholds, re-
spectively, both before and after training (Fig. 1A). A two-factorial
analysis of variance (ANOVA) consisting of the within subject factors
Session (pre-training vs. post-training) and Site (visual vs. motor) re-
vealed a significant main effect of Session [F(1,8) = 31.97, p< .001,
ηp

2 = .80]. Crucially, the interaction was also significant [F(1,8) =
14.09, p = .006, ηp2 = .64], due to a significantly reduced phosphene
threshold in the post training session [t(8) = 4.83, p= .001, d= 2.82].
The motor threshold was not affected by training [t(8) = 1.40, p =
.198, d = .66]. The main effect of Site did not reach significance [F(1,
8) = 2.81, p = .132, ηp2 = .26] (top panel Fig. 1B). This analysis
supports our hypothesis of increased cortical excitability due to over-
training of synesthetic associations.

When comparing our findings with previous research demonstrating
lower phosphene thresholds in genuine grapheme-color synesthetes in

comparison to non-synesthete controls (Terhune et al., 2011; cf. also,
Terhune et al., 2015a, 2015b), it is important to recognize that com-
parisons of (genuine) synesthetes and controls necessitate a between-
subjects design. The successful acquisition of synesthetic experiences
(as in the current study), by contrast, allows for within-subject com-
parisons. That is, the group comparison in studies involving genuine
synesthetes and controls corresponds to the pre- / post-training com-
parison in our current study. Hence, we compared the effect sizes of the
relevant interactions which were ηp

2 = .71 (i.e., Group × Site) in
previous research (Terhune et al., 2011) and ηp

2 = .64 (i.e., Session x
Site) in the current study. Both effects can be classified as substantial
and are broadly comparable in size. Therefore, the magnitude of the
training effect on the phosphene threshold is comparable to phosphene
threshold differences previously observed between genuine synesthetes
and non-synesthetic controls.

Demonstrating increased perceptual sensitivity in grapheme-color
synesthetes, a previous EEG study found that grapheme-color sy-
nesthetes exhibit enhanced VEP components (measured over occipital
and parieto-occipital cortex) than non-synesthetes, in response to high
contrast checkerboard patterns, which did not elicit synesthetic ex-
periences (Barnett et al., 2008b). Hence, we hypothesized that the
training-related induction of synesthesia-like experiences would result
in enhanced visual perceptual processing, as indicated by increases in
VEP components after training in response to high contrast checker-
board stimuli. It is important to note that the checkerboard stimuli were
not part of any training task and hence they did not trigger the learnt
associations. Using EEG before and after training, we measured VEPs
(Odom et al., 2010) over occipital and parieto-occipital regions in re-
sponse to high and low spatial frequency checkerboard patterns
(Fig. 2A-B). A two-factorial ANOVA consisting of the within subject
factors Session (pre-training vs. post-training) and Frequency (high vs.
low) for the VEP component C3 revealed a significant main effect of
Session [F(1,17) = 5.34, p = .034, ηp2 = .24], due to a larger mag-
nitude positive-going C3 component in the post-training session. The
main effect of Frequency and the interaction of Session × Frequency
were not significant [Fs< 1.49, ps> .240, ηp2s< .09]. The enhanced
positive-going C3, after training, supports our hypothesis that over-
training synesthetic associations increases cortical excitability in re-
sponse to checkboard patterns, which can be interpreted as reflecting
enhanced visual perceptual processing (top panel Fig. 2C-E).

These EEG results are fully in line with prior research showing en-
hanced VEPs in response to high contrast checkerboard patterns in
genuine synesthetes in comparison to controls (Barnett et al., 2008b) as
well as with behavioral evidence supporting a specific profile of en-
hanced visual perceptual processing in synesthesia (Banissy et al., 2013,
2009; Yaro and Ward, 2007). We note that the shape of our VEPs dif-
fered somewhat from the earlier study with genuine synesthetes
(Barnett et al., 2008b), which may be due to small differences in the
design of the stimuli and the methods of their presentation. Never-
theless, the effect was remarkably consistent across studies in that only
one of the VEP components was enhanced. The original study did not
indicate effect sizes and hence, we calculated Cohen's d = .82 for that
study, which denotes a large effect that is comparable to d = .79 of the
present study, calculated with the same equation.1 Moreover, it is im-
portant to note that the VEPs between pre- and post-training are largely
superimposable except for the affected component (i.e., C3), which
further corroborates a specific training-related effect. Altogether, these
EEG results, combined with the TMS-based findings of altered phos-
phene thresholds, show that overtraining of synesthetic associations
leads to neurophysiological changes characteristic of genuine sy-
nesthesia.

1 We used the following equation to calculate Cohen's d from the main effect of an F-
test: = √ + + + −d F n t n c n tn c n t n c n t n c( (( _ _ )/( _ _ ))(( _ _ )/( _ _ 2)) ) where t =
treatment condition (i.e., synesthetes or post-training) and c = comparison condition
(i.e., non-synesthetes or pre-training).
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In a previously unrelated line of synesthesia research, emerging
evidence suggests that many behavioral markers of grapheme-color
synesthesia (Dixon et al., 2004; Rothen et al., 2013b; Ward et al., 2007)
can be generated through a relatively short period of training of sy-
nesthetic associations in non-synesthetic adults (Colizoli et al., 2012;
Howells, 1944; Kelly, 1934; Kusnir and Thut, 2012; Meier and Rothen,
2009; Rothen et al., 2011). Hence, to complement the neurophysiolo-
gical and phenomenological markers of the present training paradigm,
we conducted two widely applied behavioral tests - a synesthetic con-
sistency test (Bor et al., 2014; Eagleman et al., 2007; Rothen et al.,
2013a) and a synesthetic Stroop test (Bor et al., 2014; Dixon et al.,
2004; Meier and Rothen, 2009; Rothen et al., 2011). Both tests were
applied before and after training.

The consistency test asks participants to select a color from a con-
tinuous color palette for each letter of the alphabet presented sequen-
tially in random order (Fig. 3A). It assesses the consistency with which
specific colors are selected by means of measuring distances in three-
dimensional color space (Fig. 3B). Smaller values denote higher con-
sistency and are indicative of synesthetic experiences (Eagleman et al.,
2007; Rothen et al., 2013a). The results of the consistency test are
depicted in the top panel of Fig. 3C. A two-factorial ANOVA consisting
of the within subject factors Session (pre-training vs. post-training) and
Letters (trained vs. untrained) revealed a significant main effect of
Session [F(1,17) = 16.75, p< .001, ηp2 = .50], a significant main ef-
fect of Set [F(1,17) = 33.58, p< .001, ηp

2 = .66], and crucially a
significant interaction of Session x Set [F(1,17) = 38.71, p< .001, ηp2

= .69]. The results show that colors were selected with significantly
increased consistency only for the trained letters after training [t(17) =
5.76, p< .001, d = 1.92]. This was not the case for untrained letters [t
(17) = .60, p = .555, d = .03]. Post-training consistency scores were
on average below the well-established threshold value of 135, a level
indicative of grapheme-color synesthesia (Rothen et al., 2013a), in line
with previous studies implementing extensive synesthesia training (Bor
et al., 2014) as well as with the TMS and EEG results described above.

The synesthetic Stroop test asks participants to name the veridical
color (i.e., the actual color, not the associated color) of a presented
grapheme as quickly and accurately as possible (Fig. 4A). The veridical
color of the presented grapheme is either congruent or incongruent
with its associated color, with equal probability. This test examines
whether synesthetic associations are automatically triggered, on the
reasoning that automaticity will lead to interference effects and slower
response times for incongruent trials. We found a larger difference
between incongruent and congruent trials following training (top panel
Fig. 4C), indicative of increased interference. A two-factorial ANOVA
consisting of the within subject factors of Session (pre-training vs. post-
training) and Congruency (congruent vs. incongruent) revealed a sig-
nificant main effect of Session [F(1,16) = 30.42, p< .001, ηp2 = .66], a
significant main effect of Congruency [F(1,16) = 98.66, p< .001, ηp2

= .86], and crucially a significant Session x Congruency interaction [F
(1,16) = 9.42, p = .007, ηp2 = .37]. The results show that incongruent
colors resulted in greater interference after training [t(16) = 3.07, p =
.007, d = 1.05]. This indicates that the trained letters automatically
triggered their associated colors, in line with previous synesthesia
training studies (e.g., Meier and Rothen, 2009) and genuine synesthesia
(e.g., Dixon et al., 2004). As with the Consistency results, the results
from the Stroop task corroborate the other findings reported in this
study.

3.2. Exp. 2: Effects of test repetition

One might wonder whether the results of Exp. 1 (experimental
group) could be attributed simply to the repetition of the testing bat-
tery, and not to the training paradigm. To address this possibility we
conducted Exp. 2, a ‘passive control’, which demonstrates that mere
repetition of testing cannot explain the neural and behavioral changes
observed in Exp. 1. We emphasize that the sole purpose of Exp. 2 was to

ascertain, using a smaller sample, that the effects observed in Exp. 1
were not simply due to test repetition, and therefore to make sure we
would not waste valuable laboratory resources, prior to testing an ac-
tive control group.

The data of the different tests in Exp. 2 were subjected to the same
statistical analyses as the corresponding tests of Exp. 1. Repeated
testing without training did not lead to any significant changes in either
phosphene or motor thresholds; the Session x Site interaction was not
significant [F(1,7) = .97, p = .357, ηp2 = .12]. Therefore, repeated
testing cannot explain the reduced phosphene threshold found in Exp. 1
(bottom panel Fig. 1B). Repeated testing without training did not lead
to increased VEPs; neither the main effect of Session nor the Session x
Frequency interaction reached significance [Fs< .78, ps> .402,
ηp

2s< .09]. Hence, repeated testing cannot explain the increase in VEPs
found in Exp. 1 (bottom panel Fig. 2C-E). Furthermore, repeated testing
without training did not lead to an increase in consistency for the
“trained” letter-set relative to the “untrained” set; the Session x Set
interaction was not significant [F(1,9) = .03, p = .864, ηp2< .01].
Thus, repeated testing alone cannot explain the increase in consistency
found in Exp. 1 (bottom panel Fig. 3C). Similar to Exp. 1, the passive
control group in Exp. 2 exhibited a pre-existing Congruency effect [F
(1,7) = 17.39, p= .004, ηp2 = .71] in the synesthetic Stroop paradigm,
presumably due to the fact that the associations in this study were
chosen based on preferences revealed by a large-scale study, involving
both synesthetic and normal populations (Simner et al., 2005; cf. also
Bor et al., 2014). However, this effect was not affected by test repetition
(middle panel Fig. 4C): the Session x Congruency interaction was not
significant [F(1,7) = .30, p = .604, ηp2 = .04] and Stroop interference
did not significantly differ between the pre- and post-training session [t
(7) = .54, p = .604, d = .27].

3.3. Exp. 3: Training induced automatic symbolic associations

Which of the changes observed in Exp. 1 are due to the specific
letter-color training regime we employed, and which might be attrib-
uted to general effects of extensive and adaptive cognitive training? In
an ‘active control’ (Exp. 3), participants were trained to associate ab-
stract symbols – rather than colors – to the same thirteen letters used in
Exp. 1, again over the course of five weeks. We hypothesized that
training in this active control would lead to changes in relevant beha-
vioral measures (e.g., Stroop-like effects), but not to additional sy-
nesthesia-like phenomenology or neural changes as observed in Exp. 1,
on the reasoning that the neural changes accompany the altered phe-
nomenology. Indeed, despite having equivalent training procedures and
duration, Exp. 3 did not lead to similar phenomenological experiences
or neural changes as in Exp. 1, while similar behavioral effects were
observed. These data provide further evidence that the altered phe-
nomenology in Exp. 1 is associated with the neural changes observed in
that experiment, since automaticity of associations by itself does not
lead to such altered phenomenology.

In sharp contrast to Exp. 1, only 3/17 subjects reported perceptual
phenomenology of symbols in response to letters. Representative
statements for perceptual phenomenology include: “I see the symbol on
the surface wherever the letter is. If I see the letter, I see the main
characteristics of the symbol relating to the letter”, “I look at the letter
and I automatically see the symbol, definitely a visual experience, its
right here, it's not in my mind's eye. I imagine the symbol close to the
paper”. Representative statements for associative phenomenology, re-
ported to some extent by 8/17 participants, include: “I don’t see it
physically, but it's kind of interchangeable, I am not 100% con-
centrating on the physical form of the symbol, the two are now inter-
changeable, I just see the meaning. Similar to knowing a word, you
don’t have to read each letter”, “I imagine the symbol close to the
paper. Weaker than imagery for a strong association.”, “Letters to
symbols, similar to reading Mandarin, a kind of external imagination”.
6/17 participants reported no additional experience at all. In terms of
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strategy used, 9/17 participants indicated that the translation from
letter to symbol did not require any effort and 8/17 said the translation
would require effort. All participants used a semantic strategy to
memorize the associations. As in Exp. 1, no participants were aware of
the aims of the study, as confirmed by post-study interview.

The data of the different tests in Exp. 3 were subjected to the same
statistical analyses as the corresponding tests of Exp. 1. Training letter-
symbol associations did not lead to any changes in either phosphene or
motor thresholds; the Session x Site interaction was not significant [F
(1,16) = .29, p = .598, ηp2 = .02]. Therefore, the acquisition of letter-
symbol associations cannot explain the reduced phosphene threshold
found in Exp. 1 (middle panel Fig. 1B). Training letter-symbol asso-
ciations did not lead to increased VEPs; neither the main effect of
Session nor the Session x Frequency interaction reached significance
[Fs< .57, ps> .463, ηp

2s< .05]. Hence, the acquisition of letter-
symbol associations cannot explain the increase in VEPs found in Exp. 1
(middle panel Fig. 2C-E). Furthermore, training letter-symbol associa-
tions did not lead to an increase in (color) consistency for the trained
letter-set; although the Session x Set interaction was significant [F(1,15)
= 7.86, p = .013, ηp2 = .34] subsequent t-tests comparing pre- and
post-training session separately for trained and untrained letters did not
confirm the reliability of the interaction [ts< 1.56, ps> .141,
ds< .56] and the pattern of the results went in fact in the opposite
direction (decrease in consistency). Thus, the acquisition of letter-
symbol associations cannot explain the increase in consistency found in
Exp. 1 (middle panel Fig. 3C).

To measure the automaticity of the associations between symbols
and letters, the Stroop test was modified into a priming test (Fig. 4B).
That is, a target letter was preceded by a short presentation of a symbol
that was either associated with the target letter during the training
(congruent condition) or associated with another letter (incongruent
letter). In line with previous research (Dixon et al., 2004; Meier and
Rothen, 2009) and our expectations, congruent prime-target pairings
showed faster responses than incongruent prime-target pairings after
but not before the training (Fig. 4 C, bottom row). The increase of the
interference effect was in fact of similar magnitude as for the experi-
mental group (Exp. 1, Fig. 4C, top). The observations were confirmed
by a significant Session x Congruency interaction [F(1,16) = 35.56,
p< .001, ηp2 = .69] and by direct comparison of the interference effect
before and after training [t(16) = 5.96, p< .001, d = 2.05].

3.4. Collective analysis across experiments

Additional analyses across Exp. 1, 2, and 3 adding the factor Group
(experimental, active, passive) to the original experimental design
conservatively demonstrate the reliability of the reported effects.
Analyzing the noninvasive brain stimulation data revealed a triple in-
teraction Group x Session x Site [F(2,31) = 9.75, p = .001, ηp2 = .39]
due to the lower post-training phosphene threshold in the experimental
group (Exp. 1), but not in the passive (Exp. 2) or active (Exp. 3) control
groups. Analyzing neurophysiological measures in response to high-
and low-frequency checkerboard patterns with a four-factorial design
consisting of the between subject factor Group (experimental, active,
passive) and the within subject factors Session (pre-training vs. post-
training), Component (C1, C2, C3), and Frequency (high vs. low) re-
vealed a significant triple-interaction Group x Session x Component [F
(4,82) = 3.79, p = .019, ηp2 = .16], due to the significant Group ×
Session interaction [F(2,41) = 4.03, p = .025, ηp2 = .16] for C3, but
not C1 and C2 [Fs< . 1.85, ps> .171, ηp2s< .09] which was due to
more positive-going VEPs in the post-training session in the experi-
mental group (Exp. 1), but not in the passive (Exp. 2) or active (Exp. 3)
control groups. The four-factorial ANOVA revealed no further interac-
tions involving the factor Group [Fs< 1.32, ps> .280, ηp2s< .07]. The
main effect Group was trending [F(2,41) = 2.60, p = .087, ηp2 = .11]
due to somewhat lower VEPs in the active control group (Exp. 3). For
the consistency data, each main effect, interaction, and the triple

interaction of the factors Group, Session, and Letters reached sig-
nificance [Fs> 4.56, ps< .017, ηp2s> .15] due to the marked increase
in consistency for the trained letters in the experimental group (Exp. 1)
which was not the case in the passive (Exp. 2) or active (Exp. 3) control
groups. For the Stroop / priming data, again each main effect, inter-
action, and the triple interaction of the factors Group, Session, and
Consistency reached significance [Fs> 3.40, ps< .043, ηp2s> .14] due
to the substantial increase in the interference effect in the experimental
(Exp. 1) and active control group (Exp. 3) after the training, but not in
the passive control group (Exp. 2).

4. Discussion

Taken together, our data reveal that overtraining letter-color asso-
ciations results in a profile of neurophysiological changes and beha-
vioral performance characteristic of those seen in genuine synesthesia,
accompanied by striking subjective reports of synesthesia-like phe-
nomenology in all participants. We found higher cortical excitability
and enhanced visual perceptual processing after participants engaged in
an extensive cognitive training battery in which they had learnt 13
specific letter-color associations. Notably, the magnitude of these ef-
fects are comparable to those found in genuine synesthesia (Barnett
et al., 2008b; Terhune et al., 2011). These neurophysiological changes
corroborate subjective reports and additional (but separate) behavioral
markers, providing strong evidence that participants have indeed ac-
quired novel synesthesia-like phenomenology as a consequence of
training. Hence, our results support the notion that genuine synesthesia
involves a substantive developmental component (Witthoft and
Winawer, 2006, 2013; Witthoft et al., 2015), possibly underpinned by a
genetic predisposition (Asher et al., 2009; Barnett et al., 2008a; Baron-
Cohen et al., 1996; Tomson et al., 2011; Ward and Simner, 2005),
which determines the synesthetic phenotype (Bor et al., 2014; Rothen
and Meier, 2014). Our results also extend previous reports of perceptual
plasticity (e.g., Yan et al., 2014) to show dramatic changes in phe-
nomenology, underwritten by accompanying neurophysiological mod-
ifications.

4.1. Factors affecting training efficiency

Although our study does not compare different training procedures
(besides the inclusion of the active control study), the observation that
all participants who underwent letter-color association training (Exp. 1)
reported color-experiences after training highlights the efficacy of the
training regime used. In comparison to previous training procedures
which were not successful in inducing synesthetic phenomenology (see
Rothen and Meier, 2014 for a review) and in line with one previous
study which was successful in inducing synesthetic phenomenology
(Bor et al., 2014), four aspects emerge as important in promoting the
acquisition of additional phenomenology: a) long training sessions,
both in terms of individual sessions as well as the overall duration of the
program, with multi-week training likely essential b) adaptive tasks
which become more difficult as individual task performance improves
c) relatedly, the use of diverse and changing tasks over the training
period is helpful in maintaining participant motivation, and d) pre-
senting a preponderance of (or exclusively) to-be-learnt (target) asso-
ciations, rather than a mixture of target and distractor associations
(compare e.g., Meier and Rothen, 2009). Future training studies are
needed in order to determine the relevance of these different factors,
individually and in various combinations, to explore whether training
can be made more efficient and less time demanding (for a discussion of
different training aspects see also Bastian and Oberauer, 2014).

4.2. Phenomenological specificity: the special status of color

Despite comparable training procedures, only the letter-color asso-
ciation training (Exp. 1), and not the letter-symbol training (Exp. 3,
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with 3 exceptions), led reliably to additional phenomenological ex-
periences. Might there be something special about color in this regard,
as compared to symbols? Interestingly, occurrences of genuine sy-
nesthesia involve synesthetic color experiences more often than any
other concurrent synesthetic experience, such as sound or flavors
(http://www.daysyn.com/Types-of-Syn.html retrieved on 10th
November 2017), indicating a predisposition for color phenomenology
associated with synesthesia. Some authors have suggested a genetic
basis for such a predisposition (e.g., Asher et al., 2009; Barnett et al.,
2008a; Tomson et al., 2011). It is also noteworthy that synesthesia with
symbols as concurrents does not appear to occur naturally (http://
www.daysyn.com/Types-of-Syn.html retrieved on 10th November
2017).

The success of letter-color training may also relate to the functional
and structural organization of human cortex. In particular, the visual
word form area (VWFA, responsible for the processing of letters) is
located adjacent to V4 and in vicinity to other ventral occipital regions
associated with color perception (Cohen and Dehaene, 2004; Jiang
et al., 2007; Lueck et al., 1989; Zeki et al., 1991). Indeed, while early
studies showing V4 activation to achromatic graphemes (Hubbard
et al., 2005; Sperling et al., 2006; e.g., Weiss et al., 2000) in individuals
with genuine grapheme-color synesthesia have proven difficult to re-
plicate (Hupé et al., 2012), a recent imaging study found that the V4
activation, in such cases, was more likely for synesthetes experiencing
more vivid ‘projector’-like phenomenology (Gould van Praag et al.,
2016).

Motivated by data showing this kind of co-activation, one promi-
nent hypothesis proposes that grapheme-color synesthesia emerges as a
result of cross-activation between these two areas due to insufficient
neural pruning (Ramachandran and Hubbard, 2001; cf. also Hubbard
et al., 2011). In one elaboration of this view, all humans are born with
“genuine synesthesia” which is gradually lost as developmental neu-
ronal pruning proceeds (Maurer and Mondloch, 2005; Wagner and
Dobkins, 2011; see also Ludwig et al., 2011; but see Deroy and Spence,
2013 for an opposing view). On this view, training letter-color asso-
ciations may re-instantiate these lost neural connections by the growth
of new synapses. By contrast, letter-symbol training may evoke activity
preferentially within the VWFA for both types of stimuli, but would not
re-instate any lost connections (because they never existed in the first
place), precluding the kind of regional cross-talk putatively involved in
letter-color training. While between-area and within-area connectivity
changes are both consistent with the development of automaticity, it
may be the re-instatement of lost connections (and experiences) which
explains why the former, but not the latter, should be associated with
additional phenomenology. To further probe this account, future stu-
dies could examine whether color phenomenology can be acquired as a
result of training symbol-color associations.

Moreover, it has been suggested that letter-color synesthesia de-
velops because synesthetic concurrents can aid the acquisition of
reading skills (Watson et al., 2017, 2014). For instance, colors might be
exploited to master the tasks involved in becoming literate (Asano and
Yokosawa, 2013). Other stimulus features seem less useful in this re-
gard: movement is likely to be too distracting, and texture too complex.
Although direct evidence for this hypothesis is lacking, it has been
shown that colored letters can help children to differentiate between
letters which are otherwise difficult to distinguish (Jones, 1965). No-
tably, this explanation is also in line with the development of color
perception, literacy and synesthesia (Simner and Bain, 2013; Simner
et al., 2009; cf. also Watson et al., 2017).

4.3. Novelty of experiences: altering a lifetime of experience

It is worth emphasizing that letter-color training (Exp. 1) was able
to alter perceptual phenomenology despite a life-long (pre-training)
history of no previous letter-induced color experiences. Before the ex-
periment, participants had always perceived letters (and graphemes

more generally) only in the colors in which they were rendered. Our
data therefore highlight the powerful potential of learning or training to
influence conscious perceptual experiences, even when such training is
trivially short in relation to a lifetime of prior learning and experience.
In other words, learning does not only influence our actions and other
higher cognitive functions, but can shape how we consciously perceive
the world. This dramatic potential for phenomenological and percep-
tual plasticity, in the adult brain, may have potential in the treatment of
phobias where specific inducers trigger unwanted experiences (cf.
Nakataki et al., 2017). Specifically, similar training paradigms might be
developed to alter the experience induced by a stimulus which is in-
itially perceived as fearful, by acting on underlying neurophysiological
properties of cortical excitability and perceptual processing. Most
generally, our data underline the potential for individual diversity in
how we each encounter the world in our conscious experience, since we
all have different histories, and different futures.

4.4. Modality-specific cortical changes and memory performance

Our data show that training-induced synesthetic color experiences
are associated with enhanced modality-specific cortical excitability, in
line with previous studies of genuine synesthesia (Terhune et al., 2011).
Acquired color experiences in response to letters are accompanied by
increased excitability within visual areas, but not by changes in excit-
ability within motor areas. Furthermore, letter-color training also en-
hances visual perceptual processing in response to stimuli which do not
trigger the novel acquired experiences and which were not involved in
training (e.g., checkerboard patterns). This is noteworthy as enhanced
visual perceptual processing has been proposed to account for the
specific profile of enhanced memory performance associated with
genuine synesthesia (e.g., Pritchard et al., 2013; Radvansky et al., 2011;
Rothen and Meier, 2010; see Rothen et al., 2012 for a review). This
raises the intriguing possibility that enhancing cortical excitability, via
associative training, could lead to memory advantages (for similar ac-
counts see for instance Bao et al., 2010; Jaeggi et al., 2008; Jaeggi et al.,
2011; Yan et al., 2014). If so, this would have far-reaching implications
for restorative therapies in relation to age-related memory decline and
dementia (e.g., Berry et al., 2010).

4.5. Implications for synesthesia research

Our findings that extensive training can induce phenomenological,
behavioral, and neural characteristics of synesthesia provide new sup-
port for the notion that genuine synesthesia is not purely a product of
genetic predisposition, but has an important developmental or learnt
component. In this view, a genetic predisposition may determine only a
threshold beyond which learned associations transform into phenom-
enological experiences (Rothen and Meier, 2014; Seth, 2014, but
Albright, 2012; for a review on the perceptual reality of synesthetic
experiences see Kim and Blake, 2013). This view is also consistent with
findings that some forms of synesthesia can be induced by hypnosis
(though presumably without the cortical changes observed in this study
and in genuine synesthesia) (Cohen Kadosh et al., 2009). While the
developmental trajectory of genuine synesthesia remains largely un-
known, some forms (e.g. grapheme-color) are grounded in specific as-
sociations highly prevalent in childhood environments (e.g., due to
colored letter refrigerator magnets), which become gradually more
consistent as a child learns to read (Simner and Bain, 2013; Simner
et al., 2009). Thus, it is plausible that some forms of synesthesia depend
on specific childhood memories (see Hupé and Dojat, 2015 for the same
conclusion from an entirely different perspective).

4.6. Sensory substitution

Similar dramatic plasticity in neurotypical adults can be observed as
a result of sensory substitution, in which the input of one modality (e.g.,
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visual) is transformed by some specific mapping into input for another
sensory modality (e.g., auditory). Neural plasticity is observed after
prolonged training with sensory substitution devices under blindfold
conditions. For instance, for visual-to-auditory sensory substitution the
primary visual cortex starts to respond to auditory signals after training
(for reviews see Bach-y-Rita and Kercel, 2003; Maidenbaum et al.,
2014; Ward and Wright, 2014). While late blind individuals sometimes
start to report visual perceptual phenomenology after extensive use of
sensory-substitution devices (Ward and Meijer, 2010), similar reports in
congenitally blind individuals must be treated cautiously because of the
prior lack of the experience of visual perceptual qualia.

The findings from sensory substitution research corroborate the
present study insofar as consistent environmental contingencies can
change an individual's sensory response to, and experience of, a phy-
sical stimulus. However, there are also marked differences. Sensory
substitution in healthy adults is typically conducted under ‘blindfold’
conditions (i.e., participants are blindfolded during lengthy training
sessions with sensory substitution devices) which involve a far more
dramatic environmental change than involved in the current training
paradigm. Moreover, sensory substitution changes the inducing sti-
mulus (e.g., from visual to auditory) while the modality of the resulting
experience is supposed to remain unchanged (e.g., visual). By contrast,
synesthetic association training does not change the inducing stimulus,
but introduces an additional (concurrent) experience. In contrast to
congenitally blind individuals who suddenly report visual qualia as a
result of sensory substitution (interpreted with due caution), sighted
individuals who develop novel phenomenological experiences due to
synesthetic association training are clearly able to judge to what extent
their experiences are visual in nature. Another marked difference is that
sensory substitution relies on artificial devices (e.g., webcams) to gen-
erate mappings from one modality to another, whereas training para-
digms continue to rely on the natural properties of the sensory and
perceptual systems themselves. It is not only a matter of resolution; a
webcam (for example) is a very poor substitute for a fully functioning
human visual system. Potentially, these differences may at least partly
account for why successful synesthetic association training requires less
dramatic environmental changes than sensory substitution.

4.7. Control studies and limitations

Our results are most directly substantiated by inclusion of two
control studies, one of which (the active control) also included ex-
tensive cognitive training. We designed the active control to test whe-
ther extensive training alone could lead to additional synesthesia-like
phenomenology and corresponding neural changes, when the trained
associations did not reflect a common synesthesia subtype. Indeed, we
found that training of letter-symbol associations did not lead to these
effects (though a few subjects did report a degree of altered phenom-
enology). An alternative control study would have been to keep the
same letter and color stimuli as in the experimental group (Exp. 1),
while frequently changing the associations across the training period.
While this design would examine the effects of repeated (unpaired)
stimulus presentation in a way that matched the experimental group
more closely by stimulus, it would not address the key issue of training,
since the extent of training would be different across the groups. We
therefore decided against running this alternative control in the present
study.

When choosing the associations to be trained, we selected non-
random letter-color pairings based on associations that are found for
some synesthetes, as well as for non-synesthetes when they are forced
to select colors for letters (cf. Mankin and Simner, 2017; Simner et al.,
2005). This design choice was made in order to maximize the likelihood
of training success, in line with (and indeed replicating) our previous
study (Bor et al., 2014; see also Supplemental Results). However,
phenomenological experiences were not restricted to semantic asso-
ciations (e.g., g - green vs. q - purple). A future study could randomize

associations across participants, which would presumably also elim-
inate any pre-existing biases on the Stroop task.

We demonstrated that synesthesia training affects wider neuro-
physiological processes which are independent of specific synesthetic
experiences. It is important that future training studies also address
specific neurophysiological processes which are more directly related to
synesthetic experiences. For instance, it would be interesting to see
whether synesthesia training can lead to contextual priming effects
which have previously been reported for genuine synesthetes who read
sentences like “The Coca-Cola logo is white and 2”, where ‘2’ elicited a
contextually congruent color (i.e., red in this case) or an incongruent
color. Consistent with the involvement of perceptual processes, con-
gruity was found to affect early sensory ERP components (Brang et al.,
2011). Similar effects in trained non-synesthetes would further corro-
borate the notion that overtraining synesthetic associations can lead to
changes in phenomenological experiences.

4.8. Summary

Our results demonstrate that intensive and adaptive training of
letter-color associations can alter conscious perceptual experiences. The
additional color experiences we found are accompanied by neural
changes in cortical excitability and in visual perceptual processing, and
by behavioral indicators of the altered phenomenology, which are
collectively consistent with well-studied characteristics of genuine
grapheme-color synesthesia. The strong similarity between the training
induced color experiences and synesthetic phenomenology supports the
notion that genuine synesthesia involves a significant developmental
component. Control studies excluded the possibility that the acquired
synesthesia-like experiences and the accompanying neurophysiological
changes could be attributed simply to repetition of the relevant tests, or
to engagement in intensive adaptive training. Strikingly, these changes
occurred following restricted daily training sessions lasting just a few
weeks. While longer than previous training studies, this program is less
disruptive than previous demonstrations of altered conscious experi-
ence, e.g., through sensory deprivation in blindfolding studies (e.g.,
Merabet et al., 2004; Pitskel et al., 2007). In summary, relatively short
periods of intensive cognitive training, in neurotypical young adults,
can generate dramatic perceptual plasticity and altered conscious ex-
periences as evidenced by a coordinated set of phenomenological, be-
havioral, and neurophysiological changes.
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